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ABSTRACT 

The assembly line balancing problem is a time-honored problem that 

has been around for several years. After a brief review of the single

model deterministic balancing problem, this paper criticall~r reviews the 

multi- and mixed model cases. The two basic solution procedures for the 

mixed-model balancing problem; i.e., task-group balancing and Thomopoulas' 

modified procedure, are placed in perspective. The paper then extends 

the analysis in that (a) it is shown that Thomopoulos' procedure suffers 

from certain idiosyncracies 1n its description, leading to the conclusion 

that task-group balancing methods seem to be acceptable for ~eneral use 

in mixed-model balancing; and (b) it is shown that the extension of both 

task-group balancing and Thomopoulos' procedure to the multi-model case 

may lead to unfeasible solutions. A modified criterion is suggested, 

which lS subsequently incorporated in a branch-and-bound solution proce

dure. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 

In many occas1.ons assembly lines are used to assemble large numbers 

of exact copies of given products by carryin~ the products sequentially 

past a number of operators at constant speed. Each operator has to execute 

a predetermined set of tasks while a product unit is moving past his allo

cated work area, called a station. In gener~l, line balancing can be de

fined as the process of allocating work to stations in such a manner that 

all stations have approximately the same amount of work assigned to them. 

This allocation is constrained by a requirement for certain tasks of the 

assembly to be done before others (e.g. a hole must be drilled before it 

can be tapped). In addition to these so-called precedence constraints, 

the allocation of work elements to stations will also be limited by zoninp 

constraints which will necessitate or preclude the r,rouping of certain 

work elements at certain stations. Negative zoninG constraints preclude 

the assignment of worl< elements to the same station, e.g. the grouping at 

one station of a delicate assembly and a heavy forging operation. Positive 

zoninr: constraints, on the other hand, necessitate element groupings at 

one station, e.c. for reasons of utilization of expensive equipment. 

Three basic varieties of a£sembly lines can t'; identified 

(a) single-model lines used for the assembly of a single model or item , 

(b) multi-model lines used for the production of t-vro or more similar models 

seperately in batches, and 

(c) mixed-model lines on which two or more similar items are assembled 

simultaneously. 

Each category may be further divided into the deterministic case, where 

the work element durations are assumed fixed, and the stochastic case 

where randomness is introduced in the element durations. It should also 

be mentioned that the multi- and mixed-model case essentially pose two 

main problems : (a) the balancing problem which is concerned with the 

allocation of work to operators, and (b) the model sequencing problem 

which is related to the effect of model (batch) sequence on assembly per

formance. 
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The present paper focuses oc~. the deter1ninisti,.. multi- and mixed-rc'.'>3''' 

line balancing problems. Following a brief review of the single-model 

deterministic line balancing problem r.i ven in the next Section, Section 3 

will critically review the multi- and mixed-model deterministic line 

balancing case. Section 4 1-rill then discuss some basic extensions. 

2. SINGLE-MODEL DETERMINISTIC LINE BALAHCING. 

Consider a single-model assembly line where the unit to be assembled 

consists of K work elements, and where tk (k = 1, 2, ••• , K) denotes the 

fixed processing time of element k. The total work content time, defined 
K 

as the time required to assemble one unit, is then given by ~ tk. The 
k=1 

. . 1 . K work elements are ordered by precedence relat1onsh1ps wh1ch usually are 

given by a precedence diagram. Figure 1 represents the precedence diagram 

for the famous Jackson 11- element problem [ 5 ] • Symbols inside a circle 

represent work elements, numbers outside a circle represent element dura

tions. Work element i is a predecessor of work element l if tho assembly 

process requires vmrk element i to be completed before _j_ ccm be bee:un. If 

i is a predecessor of _j_, then _j_ is said to be a successor of i. Element 1 

is 8-ll immediate 1wedecessor of i if ( 1) i is a prcdecessor of _j_, ar:.cl (2) no 

successor of i is a predecessor of _j_. If <.·lc:m~·nt i is an immediate prede

cessor of _j_, then _j_ 1s an imrn?diate successor of i. Thus in the precedence 

dift;:ram of Figure 1 , work ,~lement .!:_ h:-.s four predecessors (..:!_;.§.,I,.£), two 

successors (?_,..:!_:!..), three immediate uredecessors (f,I,e), and one immediate 

successor (,L) 

If N units are to be assembled 1n a shift time of duration T, the 

cycle time, c, becomes 
K 

E tk 
k=1 c=N....;... __ _ 

T 

1. Zoning constraints are not considered in this papar. 

( 1 ) 
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Figure Precedence diagram of Jackson's 11- element problem [ 5 J • 

If n denotes the number of stations on the line, and p. (i = 1, 2, ••. , n) 
~ 

denotes the station time, i.e., the amount of time assigned to the ith 

station for each unit, then 

n K 
E p. = E tk (2) 

i=1 ~ k=1 

The basic objective of the single-model deterministic line balancing 

methods is to assign the work elements to stations in such a manner that 

the precedence restrictions are not violated and the idle time associated 

with the set of station assienments is minimized, i.e., minimize 

n 
r 

i=1 
(c- p.) 

~ 

where c > p. , ~ = 1 , 2, ••• , n. 
~ 

( 3) 
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Since 

n l1 K 
L: ( c-p.) .., nc - L: p. ::: nc - L: tk ::: nc - constant, minimizing Eq. ( 3) 

i=1 
l i:c:1 l 

k=1 

is equivalent to minimizing the number of stations or the cycle time or 

the product o:f the h.ro ,, depending on vrhat is held constant. 

Numerous exact and heuristic methods have been proposed :for the solu·.

tion of the single-model deterministic line balancing problem (see 

Bussmann et al. [ 1 ] , C2.uley [ 2 ] , Dar-El [ 3] , Ignall [ l+ 1 , Kilbridge & 

Wester [ 6 ] ) . Exact 1nethods for obtaining optimal solutions to the li:ne 

balancing problem are recently show:i.ng promise ( Thangavelu & Shetty [ 12] 

Patterson & Albracht [ 11 1 , Van Assche & Herroelen [ 16 J ) , albeit for re-

latively modest-sized problems (the branch-and-bound method described ln 

[ 16 ] obtains very fast solutions for problems up to 70 work elements). 

In addition a Yery ] .. 8xge rn·ml:·:::r of heuristic solution methods have been 

reported (for a recent comparative study, see Dar-El [ 3 ] ) . The li te/·a· 

ture on the multi- and mixed-model case iss however, not so impress:i ve, 

3. f·1IXED-MODEL DETERMINISTIC LINE BALANCING. 

If J models are to b~~ assembled on the same line ln schedule quauU ·· 

ties N. ( J. = 1 . ') 
J - "-' 

J) mixed- or multi -model line balancing problem:.' 

occur. In the multi··n:odel case batches of t1w or more models are assembled 

on the same line. In the mixed-model case, two or more similar i terns a:ce 

assembled simultaneously on the same line. 

The deterministic uork element times are now given by tjk (j"" 1,2 5,.,~,f: 

k = 1 ,2, ... ,K) ~ the processing time of element k on model j. The prece-

dence restrictions are now represented by a combine~recedence dia~r~~· 
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Figure 2 lists the individual precedence diagrams for three models 

{Thomopoulos [ 15] ). The correspondine; element times for this example 

problem are listed in ~:'able 1. The individual precedence diagrams may 

be combined into the combined precedence diagram of Figure 3. The set 

of nodes of this combined precedence diaeram is the union of the indi

vidual node sets, and the set of arcs in the union of the individual arc 

sets where redundant arcs are omitted. An arc from node ito l is redun

dant if in addition to the arc there exists a chain of arcs from node 1 

to node j_. 

J 
The total time required to complete all E 

j=1 

period for element k becomes 

J 

E NJ. tJ.k 
j=1 

(a) Precedence diagram for model 1. 

N. units in the schedule 
J 

(4) 



(b) Precedence diagram for model 2. 

(c) Precedence diagram for model 3. 

Figure 2. Precedence diagrams for models 1, 2 and 3 [ 15]. 
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Figure 3. Combined precedence diagram for example problem [ 15] • 

Eq. (4) is nothing else than the aggregated duration of every occurrence of 

task k in each unit of each model. Macaskill [ 9 ] uses the term task group 

to denote this aggregated time. The last column of Table 1 lists the task 

groups for the example problem of Figure 3, given that the production 

schedule calls for N1 = 120, N2 = 60, N3 = 40 units during each shift of 

duration T. It should be noted that the t.k-values equal zero if the 
J -

corresponding element l does not appear in the individual precedence dia-

gram for model ~· 
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Table 1. Work element times for the example problem. 

Elements Element times/model Task c;roups 
.... 

k t1k t 2k t3k tk 

.5 .o 1.0 100 
2 .4 .8 1.2 144 
3 .o .2 .4 28 
4 .4 .o .o 48 
5 .2 .2 .2 44 
6 .2 .o .o 24 
7 .4 .5 .6 102 
8 .0 .5 .5 50 
9 .4 .3 .2 74 

10 .o .o .2 8 
11 .3 .3 .3 66 
12 • 1 .3 .5 50 
13 . 1 .o • 1 16 
14 .2 .2 .2 44 
15 .7 1.0 1.5 204 
16 .o • 1 .0 6 
17 .5 .5 .o 90 
18 .3 .5 .3 78 
19 . 4 .3 .o 66 

total 5. 1 5.7 7.2 1,242 

The mixed-model deterministic line balancing problem can now be stated 

as follows : assign the work elements to stations such that the precedence 

relations are never violated and such that the station times, T., are 
~ 

determined to minimize 

n 
l: 

i=1 
(T - T.) 

~ 
( 5) 

where T. ~ T for all i = 1, 2, .•• , n, and where Eq. (2) for the single
~ 

model case is replaced by 



n 
E 

i=1 
T. = 

1 

K 
L: 

k=1 

10. 

It should be noted that minimizing Eq. (5) is equivalent to minimizing the 

number of stations for a given shift-length, T, since 

n n K J 
L: (T-T.) = nT - E T. = nT - E L: N.t.k 

i=1 
l 

i=1 1 k=1 j=1 J J 

= nT - constant. 

It should be clear from the problem statement given above that mixed

model line balancing solutions can be obtained by sinele-model line balan

cing algorithms such as the one presented in r 16 1 by replacing the cycle 

time, c, with the shift time, T; and tk' the processing time for a sinrle ... 
work element, with tk, the task-group or the total time required to per-

form this work for all units of all models. Mac as kill r 7] uses the term 

task-group balancing to denote this principle. 

It is well-kno•~ [9, 10, 15] that task-group balancing leads to task 

assignments which ensure that any given task is assigned always to a given 

station despite its presence 1n separate models with widely different work 

contents. In other words, when stations are assigned elements, the 

operator(s) is (are) responsible for those elements on all models entering 

the station, a situation which minimizes parts storage problems, tooling 

requirements, and learning allowances. However, task-group balancing 

~ends to distribute the work of any given model unevenly over the work 

stations [9, 10, 15]. In order to counter this unevenness, Thomopoulos 

[ 15] presents the following modification. 
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3.2. A modification for smoother station assignments. 

If pij (i = 1 ,2~ •.• , n; j= , 1 ,2, ••• , J) represents the amount of 

time that station i is assigned on each unit of model j, the total time, 

T., assigned to station i during the shift T becomes [ 15] 
~ 

T. = 
~ 

J 
z:: 

j=1 
N .p .. 

J lJ 
(6) 

The total time assigned to station i on model l ~n period T, can then be 

written as 

P .. = N .p .. 
~J J~ ~J 

(7) 

In an ideal situation, it ~s desirable to minimize the fluctuations in 

the p .. or P .. over all i for a specific model J. Due to the variability 
J.J 1J 

in the work content times of each model, it 1s not possible to eliminate 

fluctuations in p .. or P .. for all J over a specific station i. 
1J 1J 

Thomopoulos [ 15 ] then suggests to obtain a mixed-model line balance 

by obtaining the p .. which 
1J 

(a) minimize 

n 
I: 

i=1 

where 

J 
l: 

j=1 
!P. - P. ·I 

J 1J 
(8) 

J = 1, 2, •.• , J; (9) 

and (b) yield T. (i = 1, ••• , n) which are desirable with respect to Eq. 
1 

(5) subject to the precedence constraints. Pj represents the average 

(or desired) amount from the total work content for all units of model i 
assigned to each station; minimizing Eq. (8) thus tends to smooth out or 

equalize the total >vork load for each model over all the stations. 
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J n 
f-urthermore, L: 

i=1 
L: IP.- P .. 1 = 0 implies that Eq. (5) is minimized; 

j=1 J 1,1 

however, the converse 1s not true. Instead of minimizing Eq.(5), 

Thomopoulos [ 15 ] further suge:ests to seek the station times such that 

1=1,2, ••• ,n ( 10) 

where (T
1

, TH) designate the neighbourhood of desirable station times 

and where occasionally the station times fall below the T
1 

limit, because 

of precedence or other restrictions. 

The Thomopoulos procedure [15] for obtaining an-station balance then 

comprises the following basic steps 

Step 1.a. Sets= 1. 

1.b. Assign elements to the sth station in a serial fashion 

subject to the precedence constraints and the condition of 

Eq. (10) until an acceptable combination of elements is found. 

Step 2. 
J 

Compute b. = L: 
j=1 

IP. - P. -1 
J lJ 

Step 3. Continue the iterations of Step 1 and Step 2 until a given number 

of iterations are searched or until a b. = 0 is found, whichever 

occurs first. 

Step 4. Choose the assignment with the smallest b.-value. 

Step 5. If s = n, stop; otherwise sets= s+1 and go to step 1.b. 

Applying this procedure to the example problem of Figure 3, for n = 3 

and 408 ~ T. ~ 420, Thomopoulos [ 15] obtains the soluticndepicted in 
l 

Table 2. He also compares this solution with the results obtained by a 
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Table 2. Results obtained for the example problem. 

~~~~i~~ements r-- ----· --
assigned 

I 
T. /:,. Operation Times/Model 

r l. 
I I pi1 pi2 pi3 I ' \ I 

--·---
2,4,5~8, 11, 13, 11t 412 22 1,6 2.0 2.5 

2 1 ,3,7 '10,·16, 17' 18 412 10 1.7 1.8 2.5 

3 6,9,12,15,19 418 20 1.8 1.9 2.2 

straightforward serial assignment heuristic (see Table 3), reaching the 

conclusion that the /:,. values are considerably reduced when the modified 

procedure is utilized and, more important, that the fluctuations 1.n opera

tion times on any given model among the stations are smaller. 

Table 3. Hesults obtained by the serial assignment heuristic. 

Station 

1 

2 

3 

Elements assigned 

1,2,3,4,5,8 

6 '7 ,9 '1 0' 11 '13' 14 '18 

12,15,16,17,19 

T. 
1 

414 

412 

416 

72 

50 

34 

Operation Times/Model 

1.5 

1.9 

1.7 

1.7 

1.8 

2.2 

3.3 

1.9 

2.0 

It should be noted, however, that in addition to the fact that 

Thomopoulos' procedure is of a heuristic nature, which means that optimal 

solutions with respect to Eqs. (8) and/or (5) cannot be guaranteed, the 

description offered by Thomopoulos conceals some idiosyncrasies of his 

procedure which will normally lead to a different solution than the one 

reported in his paper [ 15 J and in our Table 2. 

In order to illustrate this point, we list in Table 4 all feasible 

first station assignments satisfYing the requirement 408 ~ T. ~ 420. 
1 
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\ve see no reason why Thomopoulos' serial assignment procedure ( 15 ] would 

only generate assignment numbers 1 , 9, 19, togethe · with the assignme:1t 

(3,4,5,11,13,14,17,18) for which T1 = ~14, instead of our 22nd assignment 

(3,4,5,11,13,11J.,.l.§.,n,18) for which T1 = 420. A possible search limita

tion to a given m1.111ber of iterations cannot be the reason since 'I'able 4, 

which was obtained usinf, the generation procedure described in [ 16], 

reveals that the search did continue until the last feasible iteration. 

Consequently, 'I'homopoulos' method would have had to select assignment 

number 17 for which ~ = 4. Continuing from this point on the procedure 

would find the solution depicted in Table 5, resulting in larger /':; values 

and larger fluctuations in operation times on any given model among the 

stations. The results shown in Table 5 also reveal that Thomopoulos' 

selection criterion is of little use if the sum of the /':; values found is 

not equal to zero. 

It ~s also interesting to compare the solution of Table 5 with the 

results of Table 6, which were obtained by the single-model branch-and

bound algorithm described in [ 16 1 , modified to apply the task-group 

balancing principle with T = 420 as described in the previous section. 

The sum of the ~ values equals 64, an increase of 14 % with respect to the 

results shown in •rable 5. 

The remarks above seem to confirm the conclusion obtained by 

Macaskill [ 10] that task-group balancing methods may be acceptable for 

general use in mixed-model balancing and will not seriously degrade shift 

performance. In [ 15] Thomopoulos extends his modified procedure to 

batched (multi-model) assembly systems. The next section will show the 

da~gers of this approach and will offer an alternative objective function 

and corresponding solution procedure. 
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Table 4. Feasible first station assignments for example :problem. 

Assignment Elements assigned T. {j, 

number 1 

1,2,3,4,5,8 414 72 

2 1,2,3,4,6,9 418 76 

3 1,2,3,5,6,9 414 48 

4 1,2,3,5,7 )~ 18 76 

5 1,2,3,6,8,9 420 66 

6 1,2,4,5,6,8 410 44 

7 1,2,4,5,11,13 418 76 

8 1,2,1~,6;r 418 76 

9 1,2,5,6,7 414 48 

10 1,2,6,7,8 l-t20 66 

11 1 ,3,4,5,6, 11 '13, 17 416 118 

12 1,3,4,5,10,11,14,18 416 62 

13 1 ,3,4,5, 11 '14, 16,18 414 94 

14 1 ,4,5,6, 11 '13, 14,18 420 114 

15 1 ,4,5, 11 '13, 14,17 4o8 126 

16 2,3,4,5,8, 10,11 '13, 16 410 68 

17 2,3,4,5,9, 10,11 '16 418 4 

·8 2,3,4,5,9,11,13 1~20 18 

19 2 , 4 , 5 , 8 , 11 , 1 3 , 1lr 412 22 

20 2,4,5,11,13,17 408 54 

21 3,4,5, 10,11 '13, 14, 16,17' 19 416 94 

l:2 3,4,5, 11 '13, 14, 16,17 '18 420 78 
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TablU· Solution to be obtained by Thomopoulos' procedure. 

Station l Elements assigned T. ~ Operation times/model 

I l 
I 

p.1 pi2 I 
p._ 

--l. l3 

2,3,l.},5 ,9, 10,11 '16 )+ 18 4 1.7 1.9 l 2.5 I 
I 

2 1 ,6,7 ,8, 13, 14,18 414 24 1.7 1.7 I 2.7 

! 3 12,15,17,19 410 28 1.7 2. 1 2 

Table 6. Solution obtained by the branch-and-bound algorithm of [ 16 ] 

Station I Elements assie;ned T. tJ Operation times/Model 
I l 

l pi1 I Pi2 pi3 ! ' 
I i ! 
12,3,4,5,9,11,13 420 18 1 .8 1.8 2.4 

2 1,6,7,8,12,17 416 14 1.7 1.8 2.6 

3 
I 
110,14,15,16,18,19 4o6 32 1.6 2. 1 2.2 

4. MULTI -MODEL ASSEr!JBLY SYSTEMS. 

Thomopoulos [ 15 J claims his modified line balancing procedure to 

apply to batched assembly systems. Consider again the problem example 

of Figure 3 where now all 120 units of model 1 are assembled continuously 

in a batch. Likewise, 60 units of model 2, and 40 units of model 3 are 

batched. It is well-known [ 17] that the cycle time for model _j_ becomes 

c. =max 
J 

J. 

( P· . ) ' lJ j = 1 ,2' •.• ' J ( 10) 

Appl;¥ing this to the results obtained in Table 6 yields c 1 = 1.8 minutes, 

c2 = 2.1 minutes, and c
3 

= 2.6 minutes. The balance delay, dj; i.e., 

the percent of idle time occurring on the line for each model or batch, 
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is given by [ 17] n 

nc·. - 2: p,. 
J i::::.:'l lJ 

d. = 100. ( 11 ) 
J nc. 

J 

Henca, for the results of Table 6, d1 = 5.56 %, d2 = 9.52% and d3 = 7.69 %. 

or 

Further, the percent of idle time over all batches, d, becomes 

J J 
d = I: N .cL/ 2: N. 

j=1 J J j=1 J 

for the results of Table 6 

d = 120(5.56) + 60(9.52) + 40(7.69) = 7.03% 
220 

(12) 

This overall balance delay, approximately one half of that obtained by 

Thomoupolos [ 15] for the serial assignment results of Table 3~ will not 

so obviously lead to alterations in the station assignments for each model 

in the sense that an operator who is assigned an element on one model 

cannot be assigned that S€Lme element on other models. For the results 

obtained by the modified procedure (Table 5), we find d
1 

= 0 %, d2 = 9.52 :, 

d
3 

= 11 • 11 % and d = l+. 62 %, a reduction of only 2. 41 %. Consequently, 

it is not so obvious chJ.t Thomopcrulcs' cri te:rion w:.11 lead to smaller 

balance delays than the delays obtained by task-group balancing procedures. 

The weaknesses of both approaches, however 3 become apparent if a different 

view is taken at multi-model line balancing. 

4.1. Batch systems throup,hput, 

Defining the cycle time for model _j_ as 1n Eq. ( 10), the throughput 

for the total assembly equals 

J 
T:i'! = E N.c. 

j=1 
1 J tJ 

( 13) 
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In this sense the multi-model system is equivalent to a mixed-model 

variable launching system in which model .i is launched cj_
1 

time units 

after model _j_-1. In order to obtain a feasible balance for E. stations, 

* it is necessary that T ~T, where Tis the lenrth of the shift. 

The solutions reported in Table 5 and Table 6 illustrate the idiosyn

cracies of both task-group balancing and Thomopoulos' method if applied 

to multi-model batch systems. Assuming again that all units of the three 

models are ba.tched, Table 7 illustrates that none of the methods can 

guarantee the line to be operated with n = 3 stations~ since in both 

cases T5f > T, where T = 1+20 minutes as was assumed in the problmm example 

Table 7. Throughput results for task-group balancing and Thomopoulos' 

modified procedure 

3 
Jviethod c, c2 c3 T5f = l: N.c. 

j=1 J J 
~ 

Task-group balancing) 1.8 2.1 2.6 1~46 

Thomopoulos i 1.7 2. 1 2.7 438 

Consequently, it seems more lop;ical to introduce the batch system 

throughput ~as a criterion in multi-model balancing procedures. One 

possible ~ay of doin~ this, can be the following 
Z: tk 
k Step 1. Set n = T , the lower bound on the number of work stations. 

Step 2. Minimize T5f subject to the precedence constraints and the re

quirement that 

TL ~ Ti ~ TH i = 1, ••• , n. 

9~ep 3. If T5f ~ T, go to step 4; otherwise, set n = n+1 and go to step 2, 
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Step i~. Stop with the optimal k lance. 

The follovring section presents a possible framework for a branch-and-bound 

approach which will proceed along the three basic steps outlined above. 

4.2. A branch-and-bound procedure. 

A branch-and-bound procedure for the multi-model deterministic line 

balancing problem may proceed along the following basic steps. 

Step 0. (Initialization). Read the element numbers; immediate successors; 

the length of the shift T; the values of T1 and TH; the number 

of models J with the corresponding Nj; and the corresponding tjk 

values. 

Step 1. 

Et1. k \.. 
=-T-Compute the lo•rer bound on the number of stations n 

Step 2. Set~= 1, the work station number, 1.e., the level of the search 

tree. 

Step 3. Generate all feasible 9r level station assignments (nodes 1n the 

search tree) for which : 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

the precedence constraints are not violated; 

the condition T1 ~ Ti ~ TH is met; 

the lower bound, LS, on the number of work stations equals _g, 

where LS is defined as 
,--- a 

IT -T Tl' LS=.R.+ 

where ~ denotes the number of work stations which so far 

have been u~ed, ... i.e., t~e corresponding level of the search 

tree; T = r tk; and T represents the sum of the station 
k=1 

times, T., for all stations along the path, IT , in the search 
1 
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.... 

1
-if-Tll, tree up to and includinr.; level Q, • The term T 

where r a .. l denotes the smallest in-ceger greater than {;f." 

equal to ~' represents a lower bound on the remaining 

number of work stations if one is to obtain a balance within 

n stations. 

Place all generated nodes in a list L. 

Step 4. If L = ¢ (the empty set), set n = LS and go to step 3. Otherwise, 

go to step 5. 

Step 5. For each node on the list L, compute the lower bound on the cycle 

time for model j, LC., as 
J 

LC. =max 
J 

K 
r, t 'k - L p .. 

k=1 J i£TI ~.J 
{LCj,(Q,-1); PQ,j; LS-£ } 

where LCj,(
2

_1 ) denotes the lower bound on the cycle time for 

model j computed at the parent node and pQ,j represents the 

amount of time that station !, is assigned on each unit of model _j_. 

Step 6. For each node on the list L, compute the lower bound on the 

throughput time, LT~, as 

LT:i{ = 
~r 

L: 
j=1 

LC .• N .• 
J J 

Step 7. ~ ~ Select the node with the smallest value for LT • If LT ~ T, 

go to step 8. Otherwise, go to step 9. 

Step 8. If Q, = n, go to step 10. Otherwise, branch from the node selected 

in step 7, and set Q, =(level of node selected in step 7) + 1 

and go to step 3. 

Step 9. Set n = n+1 and go to step 3. 

Step 10. Stop. 
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The problem example of Figure 3 may again be used to illustrate 

the procedure. 

which 4oR ~ T. 
J_ 

Generating all feasible first-station assignments for 

,::;;; 420 and LS = 3 stations we obtain the same list as 

giVP.n in Table 4. Computation of the lower bound on the throughput time, 

LT:Je:, shows that only assignment (2,3,!-t,5,9,10,11,16) yields a LT:Je: (=418) 

which is smaller than T = 1+20 minutes. Branching from this node leads 

to the feasible second station assignments listed in Table 8. It can be 

Table 8. Feasible second station assignments obtained by branching 

from node 1! of Table 4. 

Assignment T. LTx: 
J. 

1,6,7,8,13,14,18 414 43B 

1,7 ,8, 12, 13,11 4o8 444 

1 ,6, 13, 11-t-, 17 '18, 19 418 502 

1,7,13,14,1!,19 418 502 

seen that none of the second station assignments generated so far shows 

a LTx-value smaller than T = 420. Branching should continue from first 

station assignrneEt 18 of Table 4 since it has the current smallest LTx

value equal to 429 and no first-station assignments with LS = 4 satisfy 

the requirement 408 ~ T. ~ 420, Since this leads only to second station 
J. 

assignments for ivhich LT:Je: > T, we continue branching from first station 

assignment 19 of Table 4, for which LT:Je: = 430. This yields, among others, 

the second station assignment (1 ,3,7,10,16,17,18) with LT:Je: = 436, the 
X: current smallest LT -value. Branching from this node leads to the opti-

mal solution of Table 9. The reader will note that this is precisely 

the solution reported by Thomopoulos [ 15] as presented in Table 2 above. 



Tabl~___2.. Optimal multi-model balancing solution. 

Station 

2 

3 

c, 

T X 

= 

= 

1.8' 

h36 

Elements assigned 

2,4,5,8, 11 '13, 14 

1 ,3,7 '10, 16,17' 18 

6,9,12,15,19 

c2 = 2, c3 = 2.5 

d1 = 5.6 %, d2 = 5.0 %, d3 

d = 5. 15 % 

'11 pi1 ~i 

412 1 .6 

412 1.7 

418 1.8 

= 4.0 % 

22. 

p.2 
~- pi3 

-·----------, 

2 2.5 

1 .8 2.5 

1.9 2.2 
-----------

However, as was shown, this solution could never have been obtained by 

a correct application of Thomopoulos' modified criterion. It can also 

be seen from Table 9 that the problem example does not accept a solution 

that satisfies both the requirements Tx < T and 408 < T. ~ 420. 
J. 

5. CONCLUSIONS. 

In this paper we tried to offer a critical rev:tew of the mixed- and 

multi-model deterministic assembly line balancing procedures. Two basic 

approaches seem to exist for the mixed-model balancing problem : task-group 

balancing and Thomopoulos' modified approach to reduce the uneveness in 

the distribution of the work of any given model over the work stations. 

The fact that the task-group balancing problem seems to be equiva

lent with a slightly modified version of the single-model balancing pro

blem, for which rather efficient optimal procedures exist r 16] 'and the 
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fact thrt 'I'homopot~os 1 Lodi!:iEcd. criterion suff.;;rs from certain idios, ··· 

cracies in its description, seem to indicate that task-group balancing 

methods are acceptable for e;eneral use in mixed-model balancing. 

This paper has also sho·wn that the extensions of both task-group 

balancing and Thomopoulos' modified procedure to the case of multi-model 

batched systems suffer from the serious disadvantage that the resulting 

solutions may not allow the line to be balanced within the given number 

of work stations due to the fact that the batch throughput time exceeds 

the length of the shift period. 

It is therefore suggested that multi-model balancing procedures should 

try to minimize batch system throughput times. In addition a possible 

outline for a corresponding branch-and-bound approach is given. Results 

obtained seem to indicate that further research efforts to refine this 

approach in the sense of obtaining stronger bounds and effective domi

nance criteria are warranted. 
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